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Participants 

Members: 
Cathie Fraser   President of RCEA, Chair 
François Cordeau  Special Advisor, Dialogue Completion Project, Co-Chair 
Lawrence Mak   Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative, Co-Chair 
Lawrence Charlebois  Research Council Officer, PIPSC Employee Representative 
Michael Vandenhoff  Technical Officer, RCEA Employee Representative 
Pierre Mayette                               Director General, Design and Fabrication Services, Employer Representative 
Brad Gover                                    Director, Research and Development, Construction, Employer Representative 

Resource Persons: 
Carolyn Lauzon                             Senior Labour Relations Advisor, HR Branch 
Maria Aubrey                                 Vice President of Business and Professional Services  
Ronalda Rino                                 Executive Director, HSE Branch 
Theresa Paris   Manager, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 
Shelley Sommerville  NCOSH Secretary & Advisor, Policy and Reporting, HSE Branch 

Guests: 
Susan Gamble                              Acting Director, Prevention and Field Operations, HSE Branch 
Serge Raymond                            Manager, Security Operations, Security Branch 
Frank Jefferies                              Director General, Real Property Planning and Management 
Jennifer Ryan                                HSE Policy and Reporting Advisor, HSE Branch (Meeting Support /Observer) 

Regrets: 
N/A 

Meeting Details  Meeting time (duration) 

Virtual Meeting 9:00 am to 10:35 am 

 

Discussion points 

1 Approval of the Meeting Agenda 
 
The agenda was approved with the moving the Security Branch presentation ahead of the First Aid Presentation to 
accommodate the guest so he could attend another engagement. 

 

2 Review of June 5, 2020 Meeting Minutes and Action Items 
 
Action items: 

 Provide the NRC COVID-19 statistics at every meeting (Actioned: Security Branch). Statistics will be shared 
with the committee during the presentation.  Please refer to agenda item #3. 

 Provide a copy of the First Aid Guidelines to the committee once finalized (Actioned: HSE Branch). 
Documents are almost finalized and will be shared with the committee. Please refer to agenda item #4. 

 Share ergonomic documents with RCEA (Actioned: HSE Branch). The documents were shared with RCEA 
and have been made available to employees on the RCEA website. 
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 Provide a copy of the Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure Toolkit (SCOP) (Actioned: HSE Branch). The 
SCOP Toolkit is being revised to include recent updates from external regulators. Once the document has 
been finalized through the BMSC, it will be shared with the committee. 
 

Meeting Minutes 

 Meeting minutes were approved without changes. 
 

3 COVID-19 NRC Security Branch Activities 
 
The presentation was provided by Serge Raymond at the meeting. 
 

 The purpose of the presentation was to provide information on the current Security Branch activities 
including site monitoring and COVID-19 monitoring and reporting. 

 What buildings are currently being monitored outside of the NRC National Capital Region (NCR)? The 
Security Branch has been conducting monthly assessments from building capacity rates, tracking sign-in 
rates versus use of building access badges and will continue tracking and monitoring activities. Currently 
there are 8 buildings in Ottawa and 3 in the regions that are being monitored on a weekly basis. 

 Is there a difference between the eHOIR (Electronic Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report) COVID-19 
reporting and the daily COVID-19 reporting by the Security Branch? In addition, it is especially important to 
protect the identity of employees. How is their identity protected during these status reports? The Security 
Branch obtains daily reports from CBI Executive Advisors of any new positive cases. The Security Branch 
then tabulates the reports and presents to the President, VP Corp Services, HSE Branch, and HR Branch of 
the status of the number of COVID-19 cases. Employee names are not included in the status reports and 
documentation that needs to be shared is encrypted. The HSE Resources Group added that the eHOIR is 
independent to the Security Branch status report, however, if the eHOIR was due to a COVID-19 event then 
the Security Branch would be involved in the event for reporting purposes.  

 Will the NRC consider increasing cleaning services for those worksites if a presumed COVID-19 case is 
reported? Response referred to RPPM: Real Property Planning and Management (RPPM) are working with 
the Director of Operations to develop cleaning plans.  The RPPM would action additional cleaning protocols 
if there is a suspected COVID-19 case. 

 What buildings outside of the Ottawa region are being monitored as there is work being conducted in 
Montreal and Boucherville sites?  All regional buildings have been monitored and there are three regional 
buildings that are being monitored on a weekly basis by the Security Branch.  In addition, Director of 
Operations and Building Authorities are collaborating to ensure that COVID-19 protocols/guidelines are in 
place at their respective sites including Montreal and Boucherville.  

 There are concerns that sites that have cafeterias might encourage employees to gather and not respect the 
physical distancing protocols. Response referred to RPPM: Adjustments have been made at cafeterias by 
the removal of some chairs and implementation of additional cleaning of high touch points by RPPM. 

 
 

4 First Aid and Covid-19 
 
The presentation was provided by Susan Gamble at the meeting highlighting the key COVID-19 related guidelines 
for First Aid. 
 

 The purpose of the presentation was to discuss the modification of first aid response procedures during the 
pandemic to ensure the safety of first aid attendants and employees. 

 Why would first aid attendants be suggested not to provide mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and only chest 
compressions when providing CPR, knowing that COVID-19 transmission is extremely low?  Since COVID-
19 is a known hazard in the workplace, there is a requirement by employers to protect their employees. We 
must be cognisant that first aid attendants are volunteers and not required to participate in a first aid event 
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should their life be in danger. Should first aid attendants try to help in an event and their efforts are not 
successful in helping a person in need they would not be liable, as they would be covered under the Good 
Samaritan Act. 

 Could pocket CPR masks be included in the first aid kits and/or could first aid attendants carry them? 
COSHs can include these items in first aid kits if they wish and provide them to First Aid Attendants who 
would like to carry them. 

 An Employer Representative added that the first aid attendant documentation is also included in each 
Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure (SCOP) that are reviewed by the Business Management Support 
Committee (BMSC), ensuring that the site meets first aid requirements. 

 The Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) Branch SCOP is currently under development and includes 
information on first aid as well.  
 

Action #1: Provide a copy of the SCOP Toolkit once approved by BMSC and Special COVID-19 
Guidelines on First Aid to the committee. 

 

 Is the HSE Branch aware that the First Aid policy instruments on MyZone are from 2011 and they are not 
due to be reviewed according to the Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Policy Status Report until 2022, 
and would they consider revising prior to 2022 due to COVID-19? The HSE Branch will revisit the revision 
dates of these policy documents. 
 

Action #2:  HSE Branch to review revision dates for the First Aid policy instruments. 
 

 An Employer representative suggested re-visiting the language used in the guidelines, e.g. “shall” versus 
“may” to ensure that there is some flexibility for first aid attendants to make decisions based the first aid 
event and their comfort levels. 

 What happens if there are less than 6 employees in the building, is there still a requirement for a first aid 
attendant to be on site?  If there are less than 6 people in the building the COSH might propose to ensure 
that there is at least one person at all times has been trained in first aid. However, in most circumstances, 
should there be a requirement for first aid then the local emergency department would be contacted. 

 Some sites have small first aid kits, it may not be possible to expand kits to hold all the suggested 
equipment. Some sites may not need large kits based on their workplace activities and the COSHs can 
determine what additional items they need to include in their kits based on their anticipated needs. 

 An Employer Representative shared that their site has introduced a in/out magnet whiteboard at the 
building’s front entrance to identify the first aid attendants that are on site that day, their phone number, and 
work location.  

 

 

5 Real Property Planning and Management (RPPM) COVID-19 Playbook  
 
The presentation was provided by Frank Jefferies at the meeting. 
 

 The RPPM Playbook is intended to outline the NRC’s building operational measures that have been 
implemented to address COVID-19 risks in the workplace. These measures are for common spaces only 
and not intended for research facilities but may apply. The subject areas included are communications, 
building systems, washrooms, cleaning services, shipping and receiving, mail delivery, stores operations, 
waste management, delivery of gases and construction. 

 Does RPPM anticipate that additional cleaning staff will be required and staff to work outside of their normal 
working hours?  Some buildings have a much lower occupancy rate, so some cleaning staff have been 
relocated to other buildings to carry our additional cleaning and increase cleaning in high touch point areas 
(e.g. washrooms, elevators). Staff have been working their regular shift generally between 8 am and 2 pm 
and no additional resources have been hired. 
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 The RCEA Bargaining agent mentioned that safety of the cleaning staff, contractual employees and support 
staff is especially important. She also thanked RPPM employees in maintaining services to employees 
without a break in services. Frank Jefferies thanked the committee for recognizing the efforts of RPPM. He 
added there may be additional resources needed to increase cleaning as more employees and contractors 
return to the workplace.  

 Are NRC vehicles shared by employees and/or do employees travel together?  Employees traveling to the 
same work site drive separately and are provided disinfectant wipes to clean touch areas within the vehicle. 
The same holds true for other shared equipment, e.g. forklifts. 

 Are contractors and cleaning staff required to self-report if they believe that they have COVID-19? Yes, all 
contractors and cleaning staff are required to self-identify and report if they have COVID-19 and/or suspect 
they have COVID-19. 

 Will the current NRC office 2.0 cubicle arrangements at NRC be modified due to COVID-19? There are two 
projects that are being revisited and redesigned due to COVID-19. The current cubicles, although more 
generous than the government 2.0 standards, may require modification, e.g. increase in divider height to 
accommodate sit-stand stations and space allocation between cubicles will also need to be considered to 
abide to physical distancing protocols. 

 Do employees have access to disinfectant wipes to clean their workstations and workspaces?  Cleaning 
supplies are available to employees via NRC stores. There are have been challenges with maintaining 
cleaning supplies due to shortages of these products during COVID-19.  

 Will NRC continue with construction of open workstations/hoteling as previously planned?  The NRC had 
considered hotel like workstations, however, due to COVID-19 the designs will be revised to adhere to 
COVID-19 protocols. 

 What is the NRC frequency of potable water testing?  The potable water testing continues at NRC, with no 
reported cases of contamination. 

 Is there a point in procuring cleaning supplies by RPPM that is causing shortages at the NRC stores?  No, 
there is no specific point in the process, other than there is an increase in overall demand which leads to 
shortages in cleaning supplies and hand sanitizer products. 

 The RPPM playbook and guidelines will be posted on MyZone once they are finalized. 
 

 Round Table 
 

 The RCEA Bargaining agent suggested that other NRC buildings could adopt the First Aid Attendant in/out 
magnetic whiteboards that have been implemented at the Construction Research Centre. The white boards 
would indicate the location of where the first aid attendant was working on site and their phone number. It 
was also suggested that perhaps First Aid Attendants be issued an NRC cell phone so they could be easily 
contacted. The VP BPS suggested that the primary focus be on the special COVID-19 first aid guidelines 
and implementation at this time. 
 

 The next NCOSH regular quarterly meeting is scheduled June 25, 2020 

 
 

Action Number Action Items Responsible 

1 Provide a copy of the SCOP Toolkit once approved by BMSC and Special 
COVID-19 Guidelines for First Aid 

HSE Branch 

2 Review revision dates for First Aid policy instruments HSE Branch 
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Acronym  

AERO Aerospace 

BMSC Business Management Support Committee 

CBI Research Centre, Branch and IRAP 

COSH Committee on Occupational Safety and Health 

eHOIR Electronic Hazardous Occurrence Investigation Report 

ERT Emergency Response Team 

ESDC Employment and Social Development Canada 

HPP Hazard Prevention Program 

HPSP Hazardous Products Safety Program 

HSE Health, Safety and Environment Branch 

IRAP Industrial Research Assistance Program 

METRO Metrology 

NAOSH North American Occupational Safety and Health 

NJC National Joint Council 

OSH Occupational Safety and Health 

OSHELS Occupational Safety and Health E-Learning Solution 

PIPSC Professional Institute of the Public Service 

RCEA Research Council Employees’ Association 

RPPM Real Property Planning and Management Branch 

SCB Site Coordination Board 

SCOP Special COVID-19 Operating Procedure 

SEC Senior Executive Committee 

TBS Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat 

ToR Terms of Reference 

WHMIS Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 

 


